Meeting Minutes for 4-6-2018

6:00 - Call to Order and Flag Salute

Chairman Report – Steve Hart

Spoke about plan reviews in the city

Has manufactured ¼ scale fittings to use as training tools, using these fittings he can build whole systems, whether that is standard venting, circuit venting or horizontal wet venting these mini fittings allow him to set up a system in a relatively small place

This will be used at the yearly WABO conference and any other training

Michael Cutwright – Mechanical Engineer – Nightly Presentation

Pipe sizing presentation using appendix A as opposed to chapter 6

Michael led everyone on a sizing project using pressures and elevation and sizing it using Appendix A

Showed methods for figuring out pipe sizing, pressure and friction loss, distance etc.

A Healthy Question and Answer period followed

Ed Holmes – Plumber Advisory Board

Thanked Steve for all the work training the UPC to inspectors around the state
Steve Hart and Steve Nastruz – Plumbing questions answered

Treasurer Report –

$5330.00 in bank

Received check from MCA and Local 32 for Officers Installation Dinner

New Business –

Larry with Prima Plumbing brought in some bad plumbing examples

Chapter received a letter from Plumbers Without Borders thanking the chapter for the $250.00 donation

Old Business - None

Drawing – Mag Light, t-shirts, coffee cup, code book, cash

Meeting adjourned – 7:30

Respectively Submitted

Recording Secretary

Brad Moore